BALCONY

if you can have a better one, why choose the good one?

In Reliance Home, Quality and sense of style is equally important to us. It is even more important that we provide greater value than our customer pay for.

With our Balcony Glass, we do not only create sense of style touch to your home but we create space. Our Balcony class is made up of 12mm thickness of tempered glass.

12mm Class 'A' Tempered Glass
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The main benefit of glass balconies is that they allow lots of light to penetrate them. This means that much more light will get into the room in which the balcony is attached to. This will ensure that your room is light and airy and it will also make your room seem larger.

*12mm: Class 'A' Tempered Glass

Another benefit of glass balconies is that they are easy to maintain. Glass is a weatherproof material, so your balcony will not erode or become weathered. You will simply need to clean the glass regularly to keep it looking spic and span.
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U-Channel Embedded

In Reliance Home, Quality and sense of style is equally important to us. It is even more important that we provide greater value than our customer pay for.

With our Balcony Glass, we do not only create sense of style touch to your home but we create space. Our Balcony class is made up of 12mm thickness of tempered glass.

**Reliance Home Offers 10 Years Warranty Against Self-Breaking Tempered Glass for public safety purpose.

*Door with Lock for easy access
The Art of Tempered Glass

Glass is better than wall, it create space and modern touch to your interior look.